Primed for Efficient Motion: Ultrafast Excited State Dynamics and Optical Manipulation of a Four Stage Rotary Molecular Motor.
All isomers of a four stage rotary molecular motor, dimethyl-tetrahydro-bi(cyclopenta[α]napthal-enylidene), are studied with ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy. Single and two pulse excitations (pump and delayed repump with a different wavelength) are used to optically probe the excited state dynamics. These measurements demonstrate that this motor is not only designed for unidirectional isomerization, but is also "primed" for efficient rotary motion. The yield for photoisomerization from the stable P-cis isomer to the metastable M-trans isomer is 85% ± 10%, while the yield for the undesired back reaction is ca. 0.08 (+0.02, -0.05). The yield for photoisomerization from stable P-trans to the metastable M-cis isomer is ca. 85% ± 3% and the yield for the back reaction is 15% ± 3%. Excitation of P-trans in the lowest singlet state results in formation of a dark state on a 3.6 ps time scale and formation of the M-cis isomer on a ca. 12 ps time scale. Excitation of P-cis in the lowest singlet state results in formation of a dark state on ca. 13 ps time scale and formation of the M-trans isomer on a 71 ps time scale. Excitation of either isomer at 269 nm, higher in the excited state manifold, accesses additional excited state pathways, but does not change the ultimate product formation. This result suggests that pulse sequences accessing higher excited states may provide a tool to manipulate the molecular motor. Pulse sequences using a 269 nm pump pulse and a 404 nm repump pulse are able to increase the yield of the P-cis to M-trans reaction but only decrease the yield of the P-trans to M-cis reaction. These pulse sequences are unable to access reaction pathways that bypass the helix inversion step, although other wavelengths and time delays might yet provide optical control of the entire reaction cycle. We propose intermediates and candidate conical intersections between all four isomers.